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The Wedding 

Last winter I traveled to Belfast to see the final two performances of a play called The Wedding and to do 

research for a book called Art & Upheaval.  The Wedding was presented 24 times over a two-month 

period in four venues-- a Protestant house, a Catholic house, a community church and a reception hall.  

Audiences were transported by bus to the first two locations where they crowded into the bedrooms, 

kitchens, and living rooms of the two homes. In these venues Northern Ireland’s incredibly complex 

cultural, religious, political, and economic issues were played out among the two families portrayed by 

the 40 plus community members who made up the cast of this play.  

 

Over the course of the play's 3 hours, the anger, hate, love, frustration, hope, and humor that have 

permeated this community's struggle for peace is laid bare for an audience that, by the end becomes, a 

part of a newly constituted family.  In fact, it was hard to tell where the 4th act (the wedding reception) 

ended and the post performance party began.  The combination of a powerful script, and a cast of the 

people who wrote and lived the story in the communities where they unfolded over the last 30 years, 

contributed to an extraordinary work of transformational theater. 

 

Over a year in the making, the play had the ongoing violence and the peace process as a backdrop. Its 

final performance began within minutes of the announcement by Ulster Unionist Party head, David 

Trimble, that the party's council had voted 485 to 349 to accede to the negotiated stipulations of the 

Mitchell accords and join in the new Northern Ireland Assembly. 

 
The play's sponsor, The Community Arts Forum in Belfast is an artist-run, community-based organization 

that has been using the arts for twenty-five years to mitigate the violence and mistrust that has dominated 

community life in Northern Ireland for decades. During this time, hundreds of CAF artists have worked to 

provide a creative voice for communities caught in the crossfire and trauma of “The Troubles.” These 

have included dozens of community originated theater productions like The Wedding; mural programs; 

community festivals, and work with prisoners, people with disabilities, and patients in hospitals and 

mental health facilities. 
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Given their history, the people at the Community Arts Forum know what they are doing.  Never the less, 

the mounting of The Wedding was an incredibly daunting and dangerous endeavor.  Every line of this 

play was negotiated over and over and over. Some participants felt their involvement could be construed 

as a betrayal to one community or another and some dropped out. But most saw it through. In the words 

of one of the participants they created a “powerful and very public symbol that in the end had more 

impact on the community than all the killings that occurred during its making.”   

 

Responsible Community Engagement  

The “power” manifested through The Wedding is a power that more and more artists are coming to know, 

particularly theater artists. For many actors, playwrights, and directors working to effect positive social 

change1, the community’s2 voice is their palette. Listening, borrowing, and synthesizing, these artists take 

the old and new and link them. They celebrate the common threads and the dissonance, reflecting a 

community’s triumphs, their pain, their folly, creating fresh images, giving new vision--mirroring, 

comforting and challenging.  In the end, their work is about giving form to the simple and complex stories 

that impel the celebrations, rituals, and stories upon which the community builds its struggles for justice, 

its reflections of beauty, its dreams.  

 

Unfortunately, many artists who come to this work do so with good intentions but very little experience, 

but there are some lessons that can be garnered from the long history of the field I have come to call arts-

based community development.  I identify this field as artistic effort that contributes to positive social 

change which we, in turn, define as the advancement of human dignity, health and productivity. It is both 

as new as this year’s iteration of Swamp Gravy3 in Colquitt, Georgia and as old as the shaman’s song and 

dance around the ritual fire in prehistory. This rich legacy can teach us a lot. The best efforts, like The 

Wedding, are guided by what I call high standards for community engagement. These standards do not 

come out of a book but from the work itself, over time.  They also come from an understanding that there 

is a difference between the creation of a performance and a long-term investment in positive social 

change. Here are ten of these standards that I have found useful.  

 

Commit to Community Ownership: The success of community-based arts endeavors is most often 

dependent on the role the community has in identifying needs, formulating possible solutions, doing the 

 
1 Many use the term “social change” to infer something good or beneficial without a clear definition. Given the long history of 
social changes that have produced very negative outcomes, we at the Center have decided to use the term “positive social 
change.” We define positive social change as: change leading to the sustained advancement of human dignity, health and 
productivity. 
2 Our definition of community is derived from the one used by Alternate Roots. (A Regional Organization of Theaters South). 
Groups of people with common interests defined by place, tradition, or spirit. 
3 Swamp Gravy is a community play created and produced annually by the citizens of Colquitt Georgia. Its development has 
contributed to the social and economic revitalization of that community.  
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work ' and owning the result than it does the origin of the initiative.  If there is broad community 

participation in, and ownership of, the processes and products developed through the initiative, then it has 

a better chance of contributing something lasting and worthwhile.  The other critical element is, of course, 

centrality of the arts in the work.  We are talking about artists as perpetrators/facilitators of positive social 

change not as decorators or entertainers. 

 

Make a Lasting Impact: There is no intrinsic reason why any theater artist’s or organization's impulse to 

contribute to communities can't result in lasting social change.  That said, I have found that it is difficult 

for many arts organizations and funders to forge equitable and successful partnerships with constituencies 

with whom they are unfamiliar.  I have seen many well-meaning "outreach" efforts fail because the 

initiating partner has underestimated the complexities of the environment in which they are attempting to 

work.  The term "outreach" itself assumes a center, a source and a destination or target.  Many "under-

served" communities have been subjected to a cycle of outreach and abandonment that has undermined 

local efforts and produced a legacy of bitterness.  Many are now demanding that community arts 

investments and partnerships focus on developing a sustainable capacity for self-determination and self-

service. 

 

Take Time to Learn Where You Are: Unfamiliarity can also lead an outside partner to mistake their 

community-based for the voice of the community.  Very few of us would make this mistake in our own 

communities.  Outside partners have a responsibility to learn as much as they can about the social ecology 

of the environment they are working in.  This is a demanding task.  It can take an enormous amount of 

time energy and commitment. 

 

Commit to Shared Power: Another complicating factor is, of course, the imbalance of power and 

influence.  I have found that it is very difficult for organizations, used to running their own show, to truly 

share power.  Their instinct is to take control when the going gets tough.  Partnership is about having the 

patience to share the struggle and share control. 

 

Commit to Community Leadership: The most productive partnerships I have seen are initiated from within 

the community itself. The most effective organizational partners are those whose missions are in sync 

with needs being articulated by the community.  Many times, the most appropriate lead partner is the 

organization that has shown greatest historical commitment to the issue and constituency being addressed.  

This could be a purely arts organization or a non-arts organization.  Community-based human service, 

educational, recreational, and religious organizations are often very good partners because of the central 

role they play in the community. Some of the most enduring programs such as Pillsbury House Theater in 
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Minneapolis and New York’s Henry Street Settlement House are fully integrated into community-based 

agencies.  

 

Understand the Complexity of Partnerships: Some ask how one tells the difference among art, social 

work, and social change. Social, economic, political and artistic goals are not necessarily incompatible.  

But, their combining increases both he complexities of the work and the potential for extraordinary 

outcomes on all fronts.  Their combining also makes the work far more demanding.  Geese Theater’s 

work in correctional institution underscores this point.  Director, John Bergman says that it took years for 

the company to learn how to effectively meld their theater skills and goals with prison strictures and 

culture.  

 

Professional artists are particularly vulnerable in these kinds of partnerships.  The artist's processes and 

the sources of their effectiveness are not universally understood-- even by the artists themselves.  Never 

the less, everybody has a stake in the product of the collaboration.  The most successful artists in 

community settings are those who see the process of collaboration as part of their palette. 

 

Make Programs Arts Centered: One of the most critical contributors to success, as defined by artists and 

community partners alike, has been a clear artistic focus and the quality of the artists involved.  The most 

successful programs are developed by artists making art, not making therapeutic or remedial programs 

that use art as a vehicle.  This does not mean that they were not concerned with solving problems or 

unaware of the therapeutic or community building effects of their efforts.  Quite the opposite, in fact.  

They contend that these benefits are the unavoidable consequence of making art.  It is their belief that 

they do the most good by concentrating on the empowering qualities of the creative processes and not on 

the diagnosis or treatment of what is "wrong." 

 

Maintain High Standards: An obvious corollary is a commitment to artistic quality.  This begins with the 

artists themselves; whose training and artistic accomplishments give the lie to the suggestion that fine art 

and public service don’t mix. Many artists working in non-traditional settings speak of confrontations 

with gatekeepers over the difference between art and recreational activities like "paint by numbers" or 

aerobics.  For some, these confrontations marked dramatic turning points for their programs.  Faced with 

inadequate supplies or space they balked at any move they felt would compromise the value of their 

programs.  For a few, this meant the end of their project.  Many more, though, pointed to their insistence 

on good work and adequate support as the catalyst that finally got them the respect they needed to 

maintain their identity and commitment in a sometimes hostile setting. 
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Think Slow, Small, Less: Some environments do not provide easy opportunities for community or 

constituent involvement in the development of arts programming.  Many potential community-based 

partners faced with meager resources and high demand are not inclined to embrace new, labor intensive 

partnerships. Many prisons, mental hospitals, senior citizens homes, poor communities and schools are 

highly resistant to “do-gooder” collaborations.  Artists working in these settings must have the patience to 

develop collaborations in stages. 

 

The challenge for artists is to gain the confidence of staff and participants by acknowledging their intruder 

status, and by learning the ropes before insinuating themselves into an community’s established routine.  

Geese Theater's John Bergman puts it simply: "In a lot of these places things are pretty bad.  Nobody is 

going to let you do your thing if they think you are going to mess up and make it worse.  Know where 

you are before you go thrashing about." 

 

Commit to Quality Over Quantity: Because success in community development work is often measured 

empirically there is a tendency to steer resources toward activities that will produce volume rather than 

depth. I have seen resources spread thinly in, what I feel, are often misguided efforts at mitigating specific 

symptoms for large numbers of people, for short periods, while ignoring the underlying root causes. The 

conditions stemming from poverty and racism cannot be addressed piecemeal or over the short term. 

Those of us in the arts know this best.  There are no shortcuts to making a work of quality. And our 

communities deserve and need consistent doses of quality.  
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Good Community Investment Practices 

Resist Problemizing Communities. It is very easy to allow our perceptions, and thus, our definitions of 

poor communities to be dominated by what we perceive to be their problems. As John McKnight' and his 

colleagues have pointed out, these problems "often convey part of the truth ... but are regarded as the 

whole truth." With no perceived assets upon which to build a future, many communities see themselves as 

locked into the role of perpetual social, economic, and political bankruptcy. 

 

Traditionally, almost all of the resources available to these communities are directed, defined and 

apportioned according to the depth of their liabilities. The alternative of course is to develop polices, 

guidelines, and activities based on the capacities, skills and assets of people and their neighborhoods.  

And as, McKnight and others have found time and time again those communities that lack material 

resources often have an abundance of creative resources.   

Resist Symptomizing: The serious issues faced by many communities can appear so complex and 

overwhelming that many arts-based community development partnerships feel forced to focus their 

efforts on one, or a few, of the more egregious symptoms. In the short run, this choice can appear to 

simplify and maybe even improve matters. In the long run, though, the inter-dependency of the 

community's liabilities (and assets, for that matter) cannot be avoided, especially by those who live there-- 

who have no choice. When we study "functional" communities, it is easy for us to acknowledge the inter-

connected economic, social, educational, cultural, justice, and political systems upon which their vitality 

depends. The health and stability of these basic elements are not any less necessary for communities in 

distress, than they are for those that are working. As difficult as it may seem, community artists must 

work with community members to both understand, and rebuild the ecology that encompasses all of these 

systems.  This does not mean that the cultural sector is responsible for addressing the whole ecology.  It 

does mean that, as community leaders we must advocate for an approach that does.  

 

Commit to Community Design and Ownership: One summer, when I was four my grandfather came to 

visit.  Every morning he would come in my room to help me dress and tie my shoelaces. I loved it, and so 
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did he. As a matter of fact, I think he liked it more than I did.  But, I didn't learn to tie them, on my own 

until he left.   

 

 

 

 


